Assessing the Effects of Foster Care: Mental Health Outcomes from the Casey National Alumni Study

Few studies have focused on how youth formerly in foster care (“alumni”) fare after leaving care, especially in terms of mental health. Results of both the Casey National Alumni Study (early findings reported in 2003)\(^1\) and the Northwest Alumni Study (released in April 2005)\(^2\) reveal that foster care alumni are experiencing mental health illnesses at rates higher than those of the general population.

The Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) was used to assess DSM-IV mental health diagnoses.\(^3\) Rates of mental health disorders among alumni of foster care were compared in both studies to the general population, as measured by the National Comorbidity Study Replication (NCS-R).\(^4\) Further analysis of mental health data from the Casey National Alumni Study is reported here.

**Key Mental Health Findings**

Figure 1 compares the rates of current mental illness (diagnosed within the past 12 months) of 1,087 Casey alumni and 3,547 adults from general population matched for age, gender, and race/ethnicity.

![Fig. 1. 12-month Mental Health Diagnosis among Casey National Alumni and the General Population](image)

(a) Anorexia was measured but was extremely low in prevalence.

(b) Although questions relating to post-traumatic stress disorder were not identical between the National Alumni Study and the NCS-R, the measures are comparable.

Mental health outcomes among alumni appear to be disproportionately poor in comparison to the general population. The twelve-month rate of panic disorder among alumni was over three times that of the general population. Alumni experienced over seven times the rate of drug dependence and nearly two times the rate of alcohol dependence experienced in the general population. The alumni rate of bulimia was seven times higher.
The rate of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) among alumni was nearly five times that of the general population and, at 21.5%, exceeded the rates for American war veterans (Vietnam—15%; Afghanistan—6%; and Iraq—12-13%). The PTSD recovery rate for alumni was 28.2%, while the rate for the general population was 47.0%. Recovery occurred when a lifetime diagnosis of a mental health symptom was not present in the past 12 months.

Despite the burdens of coping with childhood maltreatment and placement instability, alumni have proved resilient. Overall, with the exception of PTSD recovery, alumni recovery rates were similar to those of the general population.

What Should Be Done to Reduce Mental Health Issues in Foster Care Alumni?
This expanded analysis of data from the Casey National Alumni Study contributes new findings: PTSD, generalized anxiety, depression, social phobia, and panic disorder are highly prevalent among alumni of foster care who have spent a year or more in care. This may contribute to difficulty gaining or maintaining employment and to poor educational outcomes.

Specific recommendations include:
1. Increase access to mental health treatment for youth in care and alumni.
   - Increase mental health insurance coverage and Medicaid, including an age extension through the Chafee Medicaid option. Federal and state governments should examine barriers to mental health care—including funding eligibility.
   - Extend foster care to age 21 to help ensure that young adult mental-health needs are met through state-funded mental health treatment.

   - Provide specialized training to Medicaid-funded and other therapists working in foster care to increase their capacity to identify and treat mental health disorders.
   - Increase use of evidence-based medical and mental health treatment such as cognitive-based therapy and systematic desensitization modeling.

For more detailed findings on the mental health outcomes for the Casey National Alumni Study, please visit http://research.casey.org (enter username: researchguest and password: caseyguest).

---

3 The CIDI is a structured psychiatric interview that can be administered by non-clinician, trained interviewers. CIDI was the main measure used for the University of Michigan National Comorbidity Survey (NCS) with a national sample of 8,098 persons ages 15 to 54 years. See Kessler, R. C., & Walters, E. E. (2002). The National Comorbidity Survey. In M.T. Tsuang, M. Tohen & G. E. P. Zahner (Eds.), Textbook in Psychiatric Epidemiology (2nd ed., pp. 343-361). New York: John Wiley and Sons.